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ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS OF COUPLED MICROSTRIP CIRCUITS
WITH MORE THAN TWO COUPLED STRIPS.
Arne B. Dalby
ABSTRACT. It is shown that the y-parameters for the 2N-port network, N coup-
led strips form, may be found using almost arbitrary quasi-propagation modes
if the relative bandwith of interest is small. Chosing a special set of pro-
pagation modes leads to simple expressions for the y-parameters, which are
easy to use in an iterative synthesis procedure. The use of quasi-modes al-
so facilitates the calculation of primary parameters (capacitances and phase-
velocities) . A further advantage is that empirical formulas may be used. Such
formulas were developed, which give surprisingly accurate results.
INTRODUCTION. The expressions for network parameters, as found in e.g. [1-3]
for a coupled microstrip network, will normally be so complex that they are
difficult if not impossible to use in a synthesis procedure. Another problem
is the calculation of primary parameters. This is a very timeconsuming pro-
cess if accurate results are wanted. The existing fast methods e.g. [4) based
on empirical formulas are too inaccureate, and can only be used on two iden-
tical coupled strips. Solutions to both problems are given in this paper, re-
sulting in a fast microstrip analysis program and a synthesis program for in-
terdigital bandpass filters.
y-PARAMETERS. N coupled strips form a
2N-port network, and the y-parameters b T
for this network may be found knowing
the capacitance and inductance matri- YZ
ces for the strips. It is assumed that x a A-only the N fundamental propagation mo- -_
des exist on the system, and that each
of these is a lossfree TEM mode.
The relationship between voltages and N COUPLED MICROSTRIPS.
currents in a transverse plane (x,y) fig.l
(fig.l) may be written
Y U = jw L I and y I =jw C U (1)
U and I are column vectors representing the voltages and currents on the
strips. L and C are the NxN square inductance and capacitance matrices. y
= iS = jw/v is a mode propagation constant, where v is the phasevelocity.
One solution to (1) is
I IC Tu v T1 U (2)
Tu ={TulTu2-TuN} is a NxN matrix, where Tuj is an eigenvector associa-
ted with the eigenvalue l/v2 for the matrix L C,[1-3]. V is a diagonal ma-
trix with diagonal elements = vj. In (2) propagation in the z-direction on-
ly is assumed. From (2) and the results known from transmissionline theory,
the relationship between voltages on and currents into the 2N-port network,
the N strips form, can be found as
wIla {Yaa Yabh at
where YjJba YbbjLLbJ (3)
Yaa Ybb = C Tu{j v cot(wl/v)> Tu (4)
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(5)yab = C Tu { i v csc(wl/v)} T&'
1-j v cot(w1/v)} is a diagonal matrix where the diagonal elements are =
-j v' cot(wl/vj). Similarly forf j v csc(wl/v)}. The indeces a and b refer
to tle two ends of the circuit. A more convenient form of (4,5) for the pur-
pose of introducing quasi modes is
Y =j- Y. .T ..cot(wUl/v.) T(6)aa Ybb = ij uij J Tu
ab =Yba ={ j Yijujcsc(wl/vj) T- (7)
{i YijTuijcot(wl/vj)} and {i YijTuijcsc(l/vj)} are NxN matrices where
N
Y.. = (v r C T .)/T . c. v.. (8)1j j TL ir urj u±j ij 13
yij is the characteristic admittance for strip i in mode j. cij is the appa-
rent stripcapacitance in this-mode.
QUASI MODES. Letting Ua = k QJ and Ub = W where Qa is an arbitrary column
vector representing a quasi mode J. give for e.g. Ia
= coj Y T ..cot(wl/vfl-. k Q (9)
1 ~ ~~~aij uij '' J u J
T Q is a column vector, which for clarity will be called Q. The currentu J
on e.g. strip n at z 0 is
IJa k(-j .-l Y T cot(wl/v ) q ) (10)nJa r=l nr unr r r
For whl/v
r
/2, cot(wl/v ) m/2 - wl/v . This gives
_t Nk(j-jr/2..Y T nr rInJa r- nrunrq+ jw nr unr r (11)
- k Q (-jr/2 Y' + jwl C'f) (12)
nJ nJ nJ
where N N
y = ( Y T q )/Q ( s c v T q )/Q (13)nJ r nr unr r n-J '7jnr r unr r nJ
C'l =C>c T q )/Nr / (14)
nJ Ylnrunr r nJ (,1 ns sJ nJ
Introducing cot(wl/vnj) in (12), where vnJ = Ynj/CnJ gives
I J kQ(j YnJ cot(wl/v J)) (15)
which is the expression for InJa if QJ had represented a true mode. Using
(15) instead of (10) will not give rise to any serious errors (<2%) if vr,
r=l,2 .-N, and vnJ all lie inside an interval of 20% relative magnitude,
and 0 < wl/vnJ < 1.2 ir/2. The admittance Ynj and the capacitance Cfj are the
characteristic admittance and the apparent strip capacitance for strip n in
mode J. Observe that clj is a sum of capacitances, and that YAJ is the sum
(parallel connection) of the corresponding admittances. This fact is utili-
zed in the empirical formulas used to find the primary parameters (see la-
ter). If N linearly independant but otherwise arbitrary column vectors QJ
are chosen, J = 1,2 vN, the y-parameters may be approximated by
Yaa Ybb = {j YIJ oIJc0t(wl/vIJ)1 Q (16)
Y ~Y"' s(wQ ,J17)ab Yba = i IJ icsc(w 1/i; u (17)
Q is a NxN matrix representing the N quasi modes, Q ={Ql'02 QN} (16,17)
are almost identical to (6,7), but an important difference is that NxN pha-
sevelocities must be known when using (16,17), instead of only N. This may
seem a serious complication, but it turns out not to be so. Another diffe-
rence is that Yaa etc. in (16,17) are not symmetrical, which they should be
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because of reciprocity. However, the errors introduced by using (16,17) are
quite small inside the frequency band of interest, and can be reduced even
further by taking Yaa as the mean between Yaa and Yaa etc. This also ensu-
res reciprocity.
ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS. The quasi modes should be chosen so that a synthe-
sis procedure and thereby also analysis is made easy. Such a choise is
1 1 3 0 0 .'½ ½} (18)
From (16-18) it can be seen that each y-parameter will consist of only two
terms instead of N. Ignoring coupling between nonadjacent strips give fur-
ther simplifications. Only three different modes need be considered for each
strip, thus reducing the number of different Ylj and vIJ to 3xN. In fig.2
the three modes and their parameters are shown.
p-l * p I p+l p-l I p p+l p-l p p+l magnet. walls
+ + + + + + + + + + electr. walls;'i___ _ A_ W_-g .-- .-t n .4 I- e
IA ' *' '~ / ; ': 7/ ~ ' / THE THREE QUASI
y = v C Y = v C Y - v C MODES FOR ONE STRIP.
pE pE pE pOr pOr pOr pO0 pOl pOl
"Even mode" "Odd right mode" "Odd left mode" fig.2
From fig.2 it can be seen that only two different procedures are needed to
calculate the primary parameters,because the two odd-modes can be evaluated
using the same procedure. A further advantage is that the y-parameters may be
calculated for one strip at a time, virtually independant of the other
strips.
A 5TH ORDER INTERDIGITAL BANDPASS FILTER. To illustrate the use of quasi-
modes, the synthesis procedure for an interdigital filter will be briefly
outlined. In fig.3 a 7-strip 5th order bandpass filter is shown schematical-
ly along with an equivalent circuit based on the y-parameters. The filter is
only a 5th order filter because Yllaa and Y77aa << l/z v
admittance
b converter
in Yl2a t Y67ab~ts z
Yin a Y Y7a
fig.3 5th ORDER INTERDIGITAL FILTER AND ITS EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT.
If the striplengths are adjusted so that Yllaa, Y22bb ' Y77aa are all 0 at
the centre frequency fo for the filter, we have from (16-18) and fig.2
7TBWI
ippaa ½(vp01CpO 1 +v porCpOr) 2 wA Kp s (19)
YP,p-lab =j%(vpECpE -vpoCpoi)pp-l (20)
etc. at frequencies near f -
s = j(w - o )/BW, BW = bandwidth in rad/sec (21)0
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The synthesis of the Kr Is and the JPp_l s to obtain the desired filter re-
sponse is classical and described in e.g. [5]. But to find the stripwidths
and spacings, an iterativ procedure must be used. This turns out to be
quite simple, because the J's depend mainly on the corresponing spacings
and the K's mainly on the stripwidths. An iterative procedure for symmetric
interdigital filters of the kind shown in fig. 3 was developed, which in a
few runs give a possible combination of strip-widths and -spacings. Because
there are infinitely many solutions, some of the dimensions must be chosen
beforehand to ensure a practical solution.
A 5 th. order filter was synthesized as a Chebyshev filter with 1 dB ripple,
fo = 670 MHz and relative bandwidth = 0.2. To account for nonideal short-
circuits and end-effects, the actual strip lengths were made 3.7 mm shorter
than the calculated lengths. The filter and its response is shown in fig.4.
The calculated response, which resembles the measured response quite re-
markably, was calculated by a computer program using a standard network a-
nalysis procedure on the equivalent circuit in fig. 3. The analysis program
can be used on almost any kind of linear microstrip circuit, because lumped
elements, shortcircuits and equivalent circuits for e.g. transistors may be
introduced into the equivalent circuit for the microstrips.
| 0 600 650 700 750. P . . , . . . --f~~~~ . . 8 .e
MHz.
-5I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ! E s: tt
fig.4 5th ORDER INTERDIGITAL Respo se for5t order
BANDPASS FILTER AND ITS RE- Interdigital fil er.
SPONSE:
EMPIRICAL FORMULAS. In the analysis- and synthesis programs mentioned above
empirical formulas are used to calculate the parameters YpE' vpE etc. These
formulas can be used for practical values of physical dimensions and dielec-
tric constant (1 . 6r < 16). It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe
the development of these formulas, but the capacitances CpE, Cpol etc. are
found as parallel connections of capacitors, each corresponding to some
part of the electrical field around the strips, and the admittances YpE'
Ypol etc. are found as parallel connections of admittances corresponding to
the same capacitors. Doing it this way, it is possible to obtain results,
which vary in accordance with physical reasoning, when some dimension is
changed. This is very important, and very difficult to obtain using other
methods, unless unduly much computertime is used.
In fig. 5 and 6 even- and odd mode parameters are given for two identical
coupled strips and 6r = 10. Comparing these results with the results obtai-
ned by e.g. Bryant and Weiss £61 show good agreement. There are, however,
differences between the phasevelocities (a few %). The curves in fig.6, gi-
ving even- and odd mode velocities for different combinations of strip-
widths and -spacings, show that the empirical formulas give phasevelociti-
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es that vary in a way predictable by physical reasoning. As a control on
the formulas, the even- and odd mode inductances for two identical coupled
strips were found for 1 < er < 15. They vary + 1.2% in this interval. They
should be indepenant of Er. These results were obtained for relative strip-
widths and -spacings lying in the interval 0.2-5.
CONCLUSION. A set of "tools" have been developed which can be used to ana-
lyse and synthesize coupled microstrip circuits with more than two strips.
)AiZevenf .1 Vodd
S/H~ ~~~~/
,f1.~~~~~~~~~~~.0.4
fig.5 fig.v6
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